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SUMMARY

A new computer program for the clustering of ecological data is presented. It is different from

the programs which are commonly used in two aspects: Firstly, the program is interactive to a

large extent, which implies that a priori decisions are limited. Secondly, the results of the clustering

can be evaluated in terms ofenvironmental data for the sites. The program provides several options

to construct a species by site table. It is concluded that interactive clustering is preferable when

data properties in terms of the (dis)sirailarity measure or clusteringalgorithm are less familiar to

the user ofthe program.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decades many computer programs and packages have been

developed to ease the task of classification and to make the techniques more

formal and objective. Programs and packages are different in several aspects.

CLUSTAN (Wishart 1969) and TABORD (van der Maarel et al. 1978) use

a complete (full format) datamatrix. Others like the Cornell Ecology programs

COMPCLUS (Gauch 1979) and TWINSPAN(Hill 1979) use a so-called con-

densed format, which saves a lot of computer memory and computing time,

Classification procedures are widely used in ecology. By classifying sites they

are assigned to classes or groups of sites, which are called clusters. The central

purpose of community classification is to summarize large community data sets

(Gauch 1982). The results ofa classification can be presented in many different

ways:

1. as an arranged species by site table;

2. as a synoptical tablein which the dateare summarized for the classes;

3. as a dendrogram in which the hierarchical structure of the data is elucidated.

From the beginning of community classification the species by site table has

played an important role for the classification process and for the interpretation

of the results of a classification. For instance in the Zurich-Montpellier school

of vegetation science classifying vegetation by tabular comparison still is one

of the most widely used methods (cf. Mueller-Dombois& Ellenberg 1974;

van der Maarel& Westhoff 1978).
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since ecological data matrices tend to be sparse. Packages like CLUSTAN

(Wishart 1969) and BIOPAT (Hogeweg & Hesper 1972) use several methods

and indices of similarity, while special purpose programs like COMPCLUS

(Gauch 1979), TWINSPAN (Hill 1979) and CLUSLA (Louppen & van der

Maarel 1979) are very much restricted in their options. The FLEXCLUS (flex-
ible clustering) program which is described in this paper is intermediate by the

combinationofa small choice ofmethods with relatively few indicesof similarity
and dissimilarity. The program is different from other programs because it is

possible to influencethe results by interaction with the computer (thereby over-

ruling the chosen method) and by the fact that during execution of the program

several options can be changed, including the clustering strategy.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM

Main sections of the program, which are performed sequentially are:

2.1. Data editing

The species by site data are read froma ‘Cornell condensed’ file (e.g. Hill 1979).

Data editing includes sample selection, data transformations, weighing of sites

and species. For minor changes in the data matrix this avoids the use of a sepa-

rate program.

2.2. Initial clustering

Optionally a site by site (dis)similarity matrix is computed. An initialclustering
based on this site by site matrix is constructed following the algorithm of Soren-

sen (1948). Alternatively a composite clustering (cf. Gauch 1979) is performed

or an initial classification is read from a disk file. These methods do not require

a full site by site (dis)similarity matrix and thereforeare computationally quicker.

2.3. Final clustering

Using the results of the initial clustering this can be refined iteratively by:

a. Fusion of two clusters following the centroidclustering algorithm.
b. Fusion of a TWINSPAN (Hill 1979) dichotomy if a TWINSPAN result

is used as the initial classification.

c. Fusion of any two clusters, indicated by the user.

d. Division of the most heterogeneous cluster either by a ‘pseudodivisive’ meth-

od (within the cluster the sites are agglomeratively fused according to the

Sorensen (1948) algorithm or by a random division.

e. Division ofany cluster, as specified by the user.

f. Automatic subsequential fusions following the centroid clustering algorithm
with optional reallocationafter each fusion(cf. TABORD; van der Maarel

etal. 1978).

g. Automatic subsequential divisions of the most heterogeneous cluster.

h. Removal of outliers from clusters by the specification of a maximum cluster

radius.
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Reallocationis optional after each step.

A summary of ‘cluster statistics’ is displayed at the terminal screen after each

step. This summary includes:

1. Average similarity ofthe members of a cluster to its centroid;

2. Similarity ofthe centroid to the centroid of the nearest cluster;

3. The quotient of these two (a kind ofmeasure for the optimality ofthe cluster).

The summary is optionally followed by a species by cluster table to help the

user to make decisions for the next step.

2.4. Construction of a species by sites table.

The final clusters are arranged along the first axis ofa reciprocal averaging ordi-

nation (Hill 1973) of the cluster centroids. Small clusters, which tend to be

corpposed of outlying samples, are excluded from this ordination and moved

towards the right hand side of the table. If a TWINSPAN result was used as

the initial clustering and only TWINSPAN dichotomies have been fused the

TWINSPAN order of the clusters can be maintained. A third possibility is to

rearrange the clusters by hand. Species are ordered according to theirpreference

for clusters. A block of constant species is followed by two diagonal structures.

The first diagonal is for species with a narrow ecological amplitude, the second

one for species with a wider ecological amplitude (in reference to the first RA

axis). Rare species are moved towards the tailof the table.

2.5. Interpretation of the clusters in the light of environmental

variables.

After completing the final table the program checks whether more input data

followthe species by site data. Environmentaldata must be preceded by a code,

indicating the procedure that should be followed. Three options are available:

1. Computation ofmean and standarddeviation for continuous environmental

variables

2. Counting the numberofoccurrences of values within specified classes

3. Listing of the ‘value’ of nominal variablesfor all members ofeach cluster.

Several sets of environmental data can be chained in the input file and will be

analyzed sequentially till no more dataare available.

3. EXAMPLE

The data for the example are taken from a report of Batterink & Wijffels

(1983). After an initial clustering (method Sorensen, 1948) eight clusters were

formed. These eight clusters were fused in three steps to five clusters using cen-

troid clustering with reallocation till stability after each fusion. One of these

clusters, consisting of site 1 only, was consideredto be a species poor representa-

tive of the second cluster in the table (inspection of the species by cluster table

on the terminal screen). This site was therefore added to the second cluster,

overruling the centroid clustering. Centroid clustering would have resulted in

one very large cluster (the first plus the second cluster, without site 1). The result
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Table 1.

An example of the results of FLEX-

CLUS. The steps involved are ex-

plained in the text. Species names are

abbreviated to the first three charac-

ters of the genus and the first three

characters of theepitheton specificum.
Classes for environmental variables

are arbitrarily chosen.

sites: 11 1 11 11 1112

79617085 123489 23 4560

species:

Leo aut 26353353 52232 45 4475

Bra rut 3942262 2222 4 444

Trl rep 2532622 52123 32 61

Agr sto 4843 45 4475

Ach mil 2 2 24 2 13

Ant odo 443 24 4

PI a lan 2 535335

Poa pra 1 344432 44544 2

Lol per 676622 75642

Bel per 222 322

Ely rep 4 4444 6

Alo gen 27253 85 4

Poa tri 4 54 6 276545 49 2

Sag pro 3 2 522 42

Jun buf 2 4 43

Jun art 44 334

Cal cus 4 33

Ele pal 4 4584

Ran fla 2 2 2224

Air pra 23

Bro hor 24 2 4 3

Hyp rad 25 2

Pot pal 22

Rum ace 6 3 5 2 2

Sal rep 3 3 5

Tri pra 5 2 2

Vic lat 2 11

Che alb 1

Cir arv 2

Emp nig 2

environmental parameters

depth A1

mean 4.0 3.8 5.9 7.5

SD 1.1 0.6 0.1 3.6

% owned

by SBB 38 0 0 75

moisture

class 1 ***** * *

class 2 * * * *

class 3

class 4 * *

class 5 * * * * * * *

manure

class 0 * * *

class 1 ***** *

class 2 * * *

class 3 * * * *

class 4 * * *
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is presented in table 1, together with the analysis of the environmental data.

The analysis reveals a relation between the clustering and moistureclass, repre-

sented by the shift in the peak of the histogram for moisture class from low

to high. The first and second cluster are different in respect to manure class,

the second one consisting ofmore heavily fertilized sites than the first one.

4. DISCUSSION

Clustering can be used for several purposes and most computer programs are

constructed to achieve an optimal result in respect to one of the possible aims

of cluster analysis. FLEXCLUS, by combining several strategies gives a result

which is optimized in respect to several of these aims in one run.

The initial, non-hierarchical clustering is a means for handling noise and re-

dundancy by combining several samples into groups. Outliers which are ex-

pected to be in small clusters can be identified in this stage. Refinement of the

initial clustering by reallocation and fusions is achieved in the final clustering

step. This finalstep can also be used to express the hierarchical relationsbetween

clusters. However, these relations can only be expressed up to the hierarchical

level at which the table is constructed. Unless the construction of a species by
site table is abandoned, a second run of the programis needed for the construc-

tion of the higher hierarchy. The hierarchical relations between the clusters are

different from those obtained when composite samples are used for a hierarchi-

cal clustering, because the composite samples formed by the initial clustering

are implicitly weighted according to the sizes of the clusters.

By different combinations of options the results of several other programs

can be simulated: A composite clustering (cf. COMPCLUS, Gauch 1979) can

be constructed in the initial clustering step. The results are slightly differentfrom

thoseobtained withCOMPCLUS, because each sample is allocated to the near-

est node instead of being allocated to the first node which becomes available.

TheCLUSLA (van der Maarel& Louppen 1979) result can be simulated (with
restrictions to the number of samples) by combining the composite clustering

with reallocations till stability in the finalclustering step. The result is less depen-
dent on the sequence of the input data. A table comparable to the result of

TABORD (van der Maarelet al. 1978) is obtained by reading an initialcluster-

ing followed by automatic fusions, with or without reallocations, till a specified
numberof clusters or a specified between cluster similarity is reached. Also in

this case the results are different. During reallocation of sites to clusters the

centroids are newly computed after each single reallocation, instead of being

computed after one complete iterationcycle. The ordering of clusters is obtained

by reciprocal averaging (Hill 1973) instead of Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) or the algorithm of Janssen (van der Maarelet al. 1978), and the species

order is definedin a different way. The slower, but betterreallocation procedure

is compensated for by the huge saving of computing time by the quicker algo-
rithms for sparse matrices.
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Inother programs which are frequently used in ecology the options and stop-

ping rules have to be specified on beforehand. This implies that one not only

should know his data,butalso the properties ofhis datain respect to the specified

similarity or dissimilarity index and the cluster algorithm used. In general this

means, that several runs of these programs have to be made before the result

is satisfactory. The inspection of the clusters in respect to their species composi-

tion and in terms of ‘cluster statistics’, followed by the decision for the next

step makes it possible to achieve a satisfactory result in one run, even for less

experienced users of the program.

Automatic evaluationof the clusters in the light of environmental variables

eases the task of choosing those environmental variables which should be eva-

luatedby means of statistical tests.
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